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This is	a Special Case Stated by Mr A McGregor  SM  sitting as a Court		of	Summary	Jurisdiction,	pursuant	to	s. 162	of	the
Justices Act.


The	facts,			as appears  from the	case stated,	may  be	briefly summarised. The first informant laid oninformation ·containing four  counts  against  the  defendant,   two for   unlawful   entry  of a building with intent, and twofor stealing. On 7 December 1990,	the		defendant	was convicted	of		these			offences,	and sentenced	by Mr	J. F.		Hannan		SM	to		a	total		of 12 months' imprisonment.	Mr		Hannan	SM	ordered			that	the  sentences		be


deemed to have been commenced on 1 November 1990, and ordered
/"
that the sentences be suspended on the defendant entering into,
a home detention order upon certain conditions.


The second informant laid on information against the·defendant for breaching the home detention order, one of the breaches alleged being that on 8 June 1991 the defendant committed an offence against a law of the Territory, namely possess cannabis leaf, contrary to the Misuse of Drugs Act. The second informant also laid on information against the defendant for this offence.

On 21 June 1991, the informations of the second informant came before Mr McGregor SM. The defendant "pleaded guilty to the charges of breaching the home detention order" and was remanded in custody until 31 July 1991 to await the determination of this Special Case Stated: At the hearing on
21 June the relevant facts referred to above were either proved or admitted; in particular, the defendant admitted that on 8 June 1991 he was in possession of cannabis leaf contrary to the Misuse of Drugs Act. On those facts, the learned Stipendiary Magistrate found that the defendant had breached his home detention order in circumstances in which s.19F{7) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act ("the Act") has no application, so that, in terms of s.19F(6) of the Act, the home detention order must be revoked and the defendant must be imprisoned for the term suspended by the court on the making of the order as if the order had never
been made and notwithstanding any period that the defendant had served under the order.

It is convenient at this stage to set out the relevant provisions of s.19F of the Act. Section 19F(l)(f) -provides that for the purposes of the section, "an offender in respect of whom a home detention order is in force who commits an offence against a law of the Territory ••. during the term of that order, is in breach of that order." Section 19F{6) provides:
Where an offender appears before a court to be dealt with in pursuance of this section and the court is satisfied, after hearing such evidence as it may require, that the offender is in breach of the home detention order made in respect of him, the court shall,... except as provided for in subsection (7), revoke the order and the offender shall be imprisoned for the term suspended by the court on the making of the order as if the order had never been made and notwithstanding any period the offender may have served under the order."


Section 19F(7) provides:
"A court is not required to revoke a home detention order in pursuance of subsection (6) where-
	the  offender  is  in  breach  of   that order by virtue of subsection (1)(a), (b),

{c), (d) or (e); and
	the court is of the opinion that, having regard to the special circumstances of the offender or the breach, the order should continue in force."



As the learned Stipendiary Magistrate correctly observed, the defendant was in breach of the order by virtue of s.19F(l)(f) and consequently s.19F(7) did not apply.
Section 19F(8) provides:
"Where a court, in accordance with subsection,·.( 7) , does not revoke a home detention, it may, in directing that the order continue in force, vary the terms and conditions of that order, including,·. subject to subsection (11), the period the order is to remain in force."


Section 19F(9) provides:
"Where an offender in respect of whom a home detention order is made is in breach of that order by virtue of subsection (1)(f) and the offender is sentenced to a term of imprisonment for the offence referred to in that paragraph, that term shall commence at the expiration of the term of imprisonment suspended on the making of the order.11


On the hearing of the Special Case, I was referred by both counsel to the transcript of proceedings before the learned stipendiary Magistrate on 21 June 1991. In particular, my attention was drawn to the fact that, on that date, the learned Stipendiary Magistrate dealt with the substantive offence of possess cannabis leaf, contrary to the Misuse of Drugs Act, convicted the defendant, and imposed a sentence of 28 days' imprisonment with effect from 14 June 1991. There is no reference to this in the Special Case Stated. It was submitted by counsel for the defendant, Mr Coates, that the order made did not comply with the requirements of s.19F(9), and that, as a result, the learned Stipendiary Magistrate had imposed an "aggregate sentence" which had certain consequences relevant for the disposition of the Special Case. I shall return to this submission later.
Returning to the Special case stated, the learned Stipendiary Magistrate recorded that the following submission - were put to him:
	the second informant submitted that after the c-ourt "imprisoned the defendant" (by which I understand him to mean, "after I had revoked the home detention order as a consequence of which, by virtue of s.19F(6), the defendant is imprisoned") the court could nevertheless set a non-parole period pursuant to s.4 of the Parole of Prisoners Act and could also order conditional release under s.5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders)Act.
	The defendant contended:
	there was an error in drawing up the. home detention order in that the sentence by Mr Hannan SM was shown as being back-dated to 1 November 1991 and the defendant was entitled to the benefit of that error;
	that, in construing the sentence to the defendant's benefit, the court must hold that the sentence must run from 1 November 1990 uninterrupted by the time that the defendant actually spent on home detention; or alternatively
	that upon the defendant being imprisoned pursuant to s.19F(6) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act the

court should back-date the imprisonment
.	-
pursuant to s.405(2) of the Criminal Code to
take into account the period spent either in
{i) home detention until the breach apprehension (7/12/90 to 6/6/91)· and in custody from 14/6/91 and continuing.

or
(ii) in custody and/or home detention from 1/11/91 until the present, but not including 7/6/91 to 13/6/91.

The	learned	Stipendiary	Magistrate,	in	the	Special	Case Stated, observed that he was of the opinion in point of law:-
	that the terms of s.19F(6) were peremptory and did not permit the application of s.S(l)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act or the fixing of a non-parole period;
	that the home detention order properly reflected the sentence of Mr Hannan SM, that there was no mistake, and that the defendant's submissions were without foundation;
	that the terms of s.19F(6) were peremptory and did not permit the application of s.405 (2) of the Criminal Code.


The questions of law which were stated for the opinion of this court were:
"Whether	on	its	true	construction	s.19F(6)	of	the
.,,.
Criminal Law (Conditional Release o:f O:f:fenders) Act excludes the operation, on an order for imprisonment made under it, of s.405(2) of the criminal Code, s.5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release o:f O:f:fenders) Act and s.4 of the Parole o:f Prisoners Act or any of them."

It is important to note the terms of s.19A(l)· of the Act:

"Subject to this Part, where an offender is convicted of of an offenece against a law of the Territory, the court by which the offender is convicted may, if it thinks fit, by order sentence that offender to a term of imprisonment but direct that the sentence be suspended on the offender entering into a home detention order."


In my opinion it is clear that the terms of s.19A(l) required, in the circumstances of this case, Mr Hannan SM to sentence the defendant to a term of imprisonment, but direct that the sentence be suspended on the defendant entering into a home detention order and that it is apparent from the terms of the Special Case Stated that this is precisely what Mr Hannan SM did on 7 December 1990 in relation to the offences of unlawful entry of a building with intent, and of stealing. It is also clear that, when a court revokes an order suspending a sentence of imprisonment made pursuant to s.19A(l) in circumstances where s.19F(7) does not apply, one effect of s.19F(6) is that the offender. is not then sentenced by the court which revokes the order of suspension; the sentence which comes into play is that of the original court which
ordered	a	sentence	of	imprisonment	but	ordered	that	the
/'
sentence be suspended. Another effect of s.19F(6) is that upon the suspension being revoked, the Act provides that the offender "shall be imprisoned for the term suspended by the court on the making of the order as if the order had never been made and notwithstanding any period the offender may have served under the order."

No mention is made by the section of any order for committal being made. One possibility is that the committal comes about by force of the section itself, but I think it unlikely that this is what the legislature meant. In order for a person to be sent to prison, the universal practice has always been that there must be a warrant committing the person to gaol. It seems to me that when the section says that the offender "shall be imprisoned" it envisages that the court which
·revoked the home detention order would commit the defendant to gaol in execution of the sentence originally imposed.

Counsel for the defendant argued that the prisoner is deemed to have been imprisoned as a result of the sentence by Mr Hannan SM and has to serve so much of that sentence as remains left to run. In this case, the sentence having been back-dated to 1 November 1990, the prisoner would be due for release 12 months after that date. A sentence, so it was submitted, could be served notwithstanding that the prisoner was not in custody. However this submission overlooks the express terms of s.19F(6), which require that the defendant be imprisoned
"notwithstanding any period the offender may have'served under
,,..
the order," and also overlooks the use by the draftsman in s.19A{l) of the expression: "But direct that the sentence be suspended II In other words, the intention  of  the legislature is that in circumstances where s.19F(7) does not apply, the court has no discretion in the matter. It must revoke the order suspending the sentence, and the sentence of imprisonment originally imposed commences to run, either from the date when the order is revoked, of from such date as the Magistrate fixed when the original sentence was imposed, but no part of the time spent under the home detention order whilst the sentence was suspended is to be treated as having been served under that sentence. However any other time spent in actual custody is to be treated as having been served. Hence the period between 1 November 1990 to 7 December 1990, and any period the defendant has been in custody as a result of his arrest pursuant to s.19F(2)(b) of the Act, or as a result of his arrest for another offence which forms the basis of the revocation order is treated as time having been served, as that time is not part of the time which the defendant served under the home detention order. Does it therefore follow, as a matter of construction of the provisions of the Act and of the Code, that the court which is called upon to revoke the home detention order and commit the offender has no power to make an order that the imprisonment shall be regarded as having commenced on any particular day pursuant to s.405(2) of the Criminal Code? That section is in the following terms:

"Where the offender has been in custody on account of his arrest for an offence and he is then convicted of that offence and sentenced to imprisonment it may be ordered that such imprisonment shall be regarded as having commenced on the day on which he was arrested or an any other day between that day and the day on which the court passes sentence."


It was submitted that the decision of the Court of Criminal Appeal in Baird v. R. (unreported, 9/5/91), was authority for the proposition that an order under s.405(2) could be made in these circumstances. In·Baird, the prisoner had been convicted by the Supreme Court on 1 May 1990 of an offence and sentenced to 12 months imprisonment but the court made an order under s.5(1)(b) of the Act directing that the applicant be released forthwith upon his giving security by recognisance to be of good behaviour for 2 years. On 31 July 1990, the defendant was convicted by a Court of summary Jurisdiction of certain traffic offences which he committed on 24 June 1990. As a consequence of these convictions, the defendant appeared before the Supreme Court again on 16 August 1990. On that occasion the court 'sentenced' the defendant to imprisonment for one year, but deemed the sentence to commence on 23 April 1990. This was done because the court, in fairness to the defendant, thought his sentence should be back-dated as a mistake had been made in drawing up the original order in that that order showed that his sentence was deemed to commence on
23 April 1990, when in fact no such order had been made. The Court of Criminal Appeal was of the opinion that the court did not sentence the defendant to prison on 16 August 1990, it committed the person to prison in execution of the sentence
10


previously passed. Nevertheless, the conditions of s.405(2)
/."
having been met, imprisonment (as
 it was held that the court could order the
,	,	..: :·/ .: s1I t-
d1 St 1nCt from the sentence) to be regarded f:f
'	·/:' •if¥ '
as having commenced on 23 April 1990 when it committed the prisoner to imprisonment on 16 August 1990. It is not entirely clear upon which basis the Court of Criminal Appeal held that the court could, on 16 August 1990, exercise the powers under s.405(2) of the Code to order that the imprisonment be regarded as having commenced on 23 April 1990. One possible explanation is that the court gave the expression in s.405(2) of the Code ".•. and sentenced·to imprisonment" a meaning wide enough to include a committal in execution of an earlier order. I doubt if that is the true basis of the decision, as the court made no specific reference to this in its reasons. A second possibility is that the Court of Criminal Appeal was of the view that, the conditions of s.405(2) being met by the conviction recorded on 1 May 1990 and the sentence on that date to 12 months imprisonment, which sentence was suspended, the same court constituted by the same judge could later, on
16 August 1990, order the imprisonment to be regarded as having commenced at a date earlier that 1 May 1990 - in other words, the judge was not functus officio when he imposed his sentence on 1 May 1990, and could make the relevant order at a later date. However, no specific point seems to have been made of the fact that it was the same court constituted by the same judge, nor is any question of functus discussed by the court. A third possible explanation is that the Court of Criminal Appeal construed s.6(3)(e) of the Act as conferring
the relevant power. That section enables the court, to commit the defendant to prison "or make any order ••. whicl the court would, if he had there and then been sentenced for the offence of which he was originally charged, be empowered to make." Clearly, an order pursuant to s.405(2) of the Code· would be such an order, although this explanation would involve construing the word "or" in s.6(3)(e) to mean "and", a point not discussed in the judgment of the court. If that be the true basis of the Court of Criminal Appeal's decision, I would observe that no similar provision appears in s.19F of the Act. However, that seems to be an unlikely explanation, particularly as the court emphasised the word "or." It seems to me that Baird's case should be confined to its own special facts. In the facts Stated in the Special Case Mr Hannan SM, has already ordered that the sentence is to be deemed to have commenced on 1 November 1990 which presumably is either the day of the defendant's arrest or a day between that day and the day of his sentence. No mistake has been made which needs to be corrected to accord fairness to the defendant. The day of his sentence was on 7 December 1990. The power to make an order under s.405(2) of the Code having been exercised, it is now not possible for another Magistrate to revoke that order and make a fresh one. That order can be interfered with now only upon appeal to a higher court.

The next question is whether s.19F(6) excludes the operation of s.5(1)(b) of the Act. Section 5(1)(b) provides:
"(1) Subject to this section, where a person is convicted of an offence against a law of the


.	'




{a)

{b)
 Territory, the court by which he is cc;;nvicted may, if it thinks fit, by order-

sentence the person to a term of imprisonment but direct that the person be released upon his giving a like security to that referred to in paragraph {a), either forthwith or after he has served a specified part of the sentence imposed upon him."


There is no doubt that this was a sentencing option open to Mr Hannan SM. However, when Mr McGregor SM deals with the breach of the order, he will not, for the reasons previously discussed, sentence the defendant at all. Nor, might I add, is he "convicted" of anything in respect of his breach of the home detention order. Consequently it follows that Mr McGregor SM will have no power to invoke the powers conferred by s.5(1)(b). This is to be contrasted with the provisions of s.6(3)(d) and (e) which specifically empower a court, when dealing with a breach of a bond under s.5, to make another order under s.5. If the home detention order is revoked, the court is required by force of s..19F(6) to commit the defendant to serve the original sentence of imprisonment. If the court does not revoke the home detention order, s.19F(8) permits it to vary the terms and conditions of that order, but the Act does not permit the court to substitute that order with an order under s.5.

The final question is whether s.19F(6) precludes the making of an order pursuant to s.4 of the Parole of Prisoners Act. Section 4(1) of that Act requires a court, when it sentences a prisoner to a sentence or sentences which in the aggregate
..


amount to 12 months or longer, to specify a non-parole period.
,,..
Section 4(5) specifically provides:
"For the purposes of this section, a reference to a term of imprisonment to which an offender is sentenced shall be read as including a period that an offender is ordered to undergo imprisonment under section 12(2) and a term of imprisonment that a prisoner has been committed to undergo under section 6 or 19F of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, but shall not be read as including a term of imprisonment in respect of which an order has been made under section 5(1)(b) or 19A of that Act."


Therefore, when Mr Hannan SM imposed his sentences on 7 December 1990, although he imposed sentences totalling 12 months' imprisonment, he could not fix a non-parole period. However, when the court is called upon to revoke the home detention order pursuant to s.19F(6), the court must, (unless s.4(3) of the Parole of Prisoners Act applies) fix a non parole period.

I return now to consider the submission by the defendant based upon the imposition of the sentence of 28 days' imprisonment on 21 June 1991, such imprisonment to take effect from 14 June 1991, for possessing cannabis leaf. It was submitted that either that sentence was a nullity or that it was an aggregate sentence which would entitle Mr McGregor SM to proceed under s.5(1)(b) of the Act. There is no specific requirement in the Act that a court must not impose a sentence of imprisonment for an offence committed whilst a home detention order is in force until it has revoked the home detention order. If the court had not ordered that the imprisonment take effect from
..


14 June 1991, the imprisonment would have taken effect from
21 June 1991 when the defendant was taken into cu tody: see s.405(1) of the Code.   It may well be that for reasons beyond a court's control, the prosecuting authorities do not bring proceedings before a court to revoke.a home detention order before bringing proceedings for the substantive offence which constitutes the breach of the home detention order, or that, for other reasons, the two matters are not dealt with in that· precise order. Yet s.19F{9) seems to be specific: the term of imprisonment	for which		the prisoner		is sentenced	for	an offence committed whilst the home detention order is in force "shall commence at the expiration of the term of imprisonment suspended on the making of an order." The choice is between reading s.19F(9) to apply in all cases, or only in those cases where the home detention order has already been revoked. To read s.19F(9) in the context of the Act so as to require literal	application	in			all		cases	could	result	in	gross injustice (particularly in this case, where the sentence has already	been		served),	not	to	say		inconvenience,	and	my tentative view is that it is not necessary to do so. As Gibbs
C.J. observed in Cooper Brooks (Wollongong) Pty Ltd v. Federal
Commissioner of Taxation (1981) 35 A.L.R. 151 at 157:

"··· if the language of a statutory provision is clear and unambiguous, and is consistent and harmonious with the other provisions of the enactment, and can be intelligibly applied to the subject matter with which it deals, it must be given its ordinary and grammatical meaning, even if it leads to a result which may seem inconvenient or unjust. To say this is not to insist on too literal an interpretation, or to deny that the court should seek the real intention of the legislature. The danger that lies in departing from the ordinary meaning of unambiguous provisions is that 'it may
-	.


degrade into mere judicial criticism of the propriety of the acts of the Legislature,' as Lord Moulton said in Vacher & Sons Ltd v. London Society
·of Compositors (1913] A.C. 107 at 130; it may lead judges to put their own ideas of justice or social policy in place of the words of the statute. On the other hand, if two constructions are open, the court will obviously prefer that which will avoid what it considers to be inconvenience - and injustice. Since language, read in its context, very often proves to be ambiguous, this last mentioned rule is one that not infrequently falls to be applied."


However that may be, I do not accept the defendant's submission that the learned stipendia-ry Magistrate has embarked upon an "aggregate sentence" and can now order, upon revocation of the home detention order, that the terms of imprisonment imposed by Mr Hannan SM can be suspended under
s.5 of the Act. No doubt Mr McGregor SM could have ordered that the term of imprisonment he imposed in respect of the conviction for possessing cannabis leaf be suspended, but that is a different matter. It is therefore not: necessary to pursue this matter any further, even if I have the power to do so, which I doubt: see Samuels v. Burns (1976) 14 S.A.S.R. 88 at 90-91.

Finally, it seems to me that, in the light of the above, it is necessary to amend the Special Case Stated pursuant to s.162(3) of the Justices Act, to more precisely answer the questions of law which have arisen. As I have said, no order for imprisonment is made under s.19F(6) of the Act. The appropriate questions are as follows:
"Whether	a	court		may,	when	it		revokes detention		order	made	pursuant	to	s.19A
 a	home
of	the
Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, make any order in relation to the sentence of imprisonment imposed by the Court but suspended pursuant to s.19A of that Act:
	pursuant to s.405(2) of the Criminal Code;
	pursuant	to	s•5(1)(b)	of	the	er iminal (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act,

 




Law

	pursuant to s.4 of the Parole of Prisoners Act."



I would answer these questions as follows:
	Not where such an order has already been regularly made  by  the   court   which   originally   imposed   the sentence of imprisonment.
	No.
	Yes.



I will hear the parties on the question of costs.

